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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR HIERARCHICALLY MANAGING STORAGE RESOURCES

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates to the management technology of storage resources, particularly to a method and system for hierarchically managing storage resources.

BACKGROUND

In a digital logic design, storage of a mass of data is often involved, such as a service of High Speed Uplink Packet Access (HSUPA) of Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA), however, hardware storage is less flexible than software storage, and storage chips in such design are expensive. For some designs with huge data storage, if each segment of data is stored in the maximum space, although such design is simple, a storage resource waste is great.

In the current storage management, the storage is mainly managed by software through operating systems, which is totally different from the data storage mechanisms in the digital logic design, so that the software management is not adapted to the digital logic design.

SUMMARY

In view of this, the main objective of the disclosure is to provide a method and system for hierarchically managing storage resources, which can better save a storage space and meet storage requirements of data of different sizes.

To achieve the objective above, the technical solution of the disclosure is realized as follows:

The disclosure provides a method for hierarchically managing storage resources, which comprises:

- planning a storage space, establishing an address management index, and storing or reading data according to the index and a type of the data.
- In the solution above, the step of planning the storage space may comprise: dividing the storage space into multiple slices of different sizes, wherein a size of each of the slices is smaller than that of its next slice; and dividing each of the slices into multiple segments, wherein the segments in a same slice have a same size.
- In the solution above, the step of establishing the address management index may comprise: selecting two Random Access Memories (RAMs), recording, by using one of the RAMs, a storage status flag of data from a data sender, a slice number and a segment number associated with the stored data, and recording, by using another one of the RAMs, storage status flags of all of the segments in all of the slices.
- In the solution above, for regularly-updated data, the step of storing data according to the index and the type of the data may comprise:
  - determining a slice number of a slice in which the data are to be stored according to the size of the data, and querying the storage status flag of the data from the data sender;
  - when the data from the data sender are not stored, finding out a first segment in which no data is stored, and storing the data in the found segment; and when the data from the data sender have been stored, querying the slice number of the slice in which the data from the data sender have been stored, comparing the queried slice number with the determined slice number of the slice in which the data are to be stored, when the queried slice number is same as the determined the slice number, storing received data in the queried location in which the data from the data sender have been stored; and when the queried slice number is not same as the determined the slice number, storing the data as when the data from the data sender are not stored.
  - In the solution above, for irregularly-updated data, the step of storing data according to the index and the type of the data may comprise: determining a slice number of a slice in which the data are to be stored according to the size of the data, and querying the storage status flag of the data from the data sender;
  - when the data from the data sender are not stored, finding out a first one of segments in which no data is stored, and storing the data in the found segment; and
  - when the data from the data sender have been stored, finding out a first one of segments in which no data is stored according to the determined slice number of the slice in which the data are to be stored, and storing the data in the found segment.
  - In the solution above, for the irregularly-updated data, the step of reading data according to the index and the type of the data may comprise:
    - searching an address management index RAM for a storage location of the data according to an identifier of the data sender of the data to be read, reading the data according to the storage location of the data, clearing the slice number and the segment numbers for recording the storage location in the RAM of the data, and modifying a segment storage status flag in another address management index RAM for indentifying the storage status of the data to an unset bit.
  - The disclosure further provides a system for hierarchically managing storage resources, which comprises:
    - an address planning unit, configured to plan a storage space of a memory;
    - an address index unit, configured to establish an address management index for the planned storage space;
    - a data storing and processing unit, configured to store data according to the index established by the address index unit and a type of the data; and
    - a data reading and processing unit, configured to read the data according to the index established by the address index unit and the type of the data, and to update the address management index in the address index unit after reading the data.
  - Consequently, it can be seen that, by the method and system of the disclosure, storage requirements of data of different sizes can be met by dividing the storage space differently and allocating storage spaces of different sizes as required; moreover, the storage space can be flexibly released by recording the status of the storage space in real time, thereby better saving the storage space and avoiding wasting storage resources.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a method for hierarchically managing storage resources of the disclosure; and
FIG. 2 is a diagram of the composition of a system for hierarchically managing storage resources of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The basic idea of the disclosure is: planning an address of a storage space, establishing an address management index, and storing data according to the index and a type of the received data.

The data are divided into regularly-updated data and irregularly-updated data, wherein the regularly-updated data
refer to that data stored to a storage space will be read in a regular time, so that the storage space will be released and can be reused, and new data can be written to overwrite the previous data; and the irregularly-updated data refer to that data stored to a storage space will be read in an irregular time, so that the storage space cannot be reused until the data are read, and new data cannot be written to overwrite the previous data.

The disclosure will be described below in detail with reference to specific embodiments and drawings; as shown in FIG. 1, a method for hierarchically managing storage resources of the disclosure comprises the following steps.

Step 101: planning an address of a storage space, and establishing an address management index.

The step of planning the address specifically comprises: dividing the storage space for storing data into n slices of different sizes which are identified by a slice number dis_num; wherein dis_1 identifies the first slice, dis_n identifies the n-th slice, the size of each of the slices is smaller than that of its next slice, and can be flexibly configured according to requirements of the design; dividing each slice into m segments which are identified by a segment number seg_n_m; wherein seg_1_m identifies the first segment of the first slice, the segments in a same slice have a same size, different storage spaces are allocated according to a data sender identifier user_id, and the number of the storage spaces allocated to each data sender is determined manually.

The step of establishing the address management index specifically comprises: selecting two Random Access Memories (RAMs), and marking one RAM with RAM_assign which is configured to record a storage status flag, represented as assign_en, of data from the data sender; wherein assign_en indicates that data are not stored when it is not set (i.e., the value is 0), and indicates that data have been stored when it is set (i.e., the value is 1); and the RAM is also configured to record the storage location of the data, i.e., the slice number dis_num, and the segment number seg_n_m; and

marking the other RAM with RAM_seg_en which is configured to record storage status flags, represented as seg_assign_en, of all segments in all slices; wherein seg_assign_en indicates that data have been stored when it is set (i.e., the value is 1), and indicates that data are not stored when it is not set (i.e., the value is 0).

Step 102: determining whether received data are regularly-updated data; if yes, executing step 103; otherwise, executing step 104.

There are two application scenarios in the disclosure: the storage of regularly-updated data or irregularly-updated data. Generally, before receiving data, a system will know whether currently received data are regularly-updated data or irregularly-updated data.

Step 103: storing the received data by a method for storing regularly-updated data, and ending the processing flow.

Herein, the method for storing regularly-updated data comprises: determining the slice number dis_num to be stored according to the size of the received data which contain the data sender identifier user_id, and querying assign_en corresponding to user_id in RAM_assign according to user_id.

If assign_en is 0, it is indicated that data of user_id are not stored, RAM_seg_en is indexed according to the slice number dis_num of a slice in which the data are to be stored, so as to find out the first segment in which no data is stored (i.e., the value is 0) in corresponding segments of the slice number of the slice in which the data are to be stored, write the data in the segment, set the segment number of the slice in RAM_seg_en and assign_en corresponding to user_id in RAM_assign to 1 respectively, and record the storage location of the data by dis_num and seg_n_m; for example, if the data are stored in the third segment of the second slice, then dis_num is dis_2, and seg_n_m is seg_2_3.

If assign_en is 1, it is indicated that data of user_id have been stored, dis_num storing data of user_id in RAM_assign is queried to compare whether the determined dis_num is the same as the queried dis_num; if yes, the received data are stored in the queried storage location of the data of user_id according to the records in RAM_assign to overwrite original data;

otherwise, the data are stored by a method for data of user_id which are not stored, and queried dis_num and corresponding seg_n_m in RAM_assign and the storage status flag of original data in RAM_seg_en are modified to be not set respectively.

Step 104: storing the received data by a method for storing irregularly-updated data.

Herein, the method for storing irregularly-updated data comprises: determining the slice number dis_num according to the size of the received data, and querying assign_en corresponding to user_id in RAM_assign according to user_id.

If assign_en is 0, it is indicated that data of user_id are not stored, RAM_seg_en is indexed according to the slice number dis_num of the slice in which the data are to be stored, so as to find out the first segment in which no data is stored in seg_n_m corresponding to dis_num, write the data in the segment, set the segment of the slice number in RAM_seg_en and assign_en in RAM_assign respectively, and record the storage location of the data by dis_num and seg_n_m.

If assign_en is 1, RAM_seg_en is indexed according to the slice number of the slice in which the data are to be stored, so as to find out the first segment in which no data is stored in corresponding segments of the slice number, store the data in the segment, set the segment of the slice number in RAM_seg_en, add assign_en1 to user_id in RAM_assign and set it to 1, and record the slice and segment numbers assigning the storage location of the data.

When the data is read and the address management index is updated, if data are regularly-updated data, the location of the data in RAM_assign can be indexed according to user_id of the data to be read, i.e., the slice and segment numbers where the data are located, to read the data directly according to the corresponding location.

If data are irregularly-updated data, the location of the data in RAM_assign can be indexed according to user_id of the data, so as to read the data according to the location of the data, clear the slice and segment numbers corresponding to user_id in RAM_assign, and modify the segment number in RAM_seg_en to an unset bit, i.e., the value is 0.

The disclosure further provides a system for hierarchically managing storage resources, as shown in FIG. 2, it comprises: an address planning unit 201, an address index unit 202, a data storing and processing unit 203, and a data reading and processing unit 204.

Wherein the address planning unit 201 is configured to planning a storage space of a memory;

the address index unit 202 is configured to establish an address management index for the planned storage space, and record a storage status of the storage space;

the data storing and processing unit 203 is configured to store data according to the index established by the address index unit 202 and a type of the data; and

the data reading and processing unit 204 is configured to read the data according to an address index in the address index unit 202, and to update the address index in the address index unit 202.
The address planning unit 201 is specifically configured to divide the storage space into n slices of different sizes which are identified by a slice number dis_num; the size of each of the slices is smaller than that of its next slice and can be flexibly configured according to requirements of the design; each slice is divided into m segments which are identified by a segment number seg_n_m, and the segments in a same slice have a same size.

The address index unit 202 is specifically configured to select two RAMs, and mark one RAM with RAM assign which is configured to record a storage status flag, represented as assign_en, of data from a data sender; assign_en indicates that data are not stored when it is not set (i.e., the value is 0), and indicates that data have been stored when it is set (i.e., the value is 1); the storage location of the data is recorded, i.e., the slice number dis_num, and the segment number seg_n_m and the address index unit 202 is further specifically configured to mark the other RAM with RAM_seg_en which is configured to record storage status flags, represented as seg_assign_en, of all segments in all slices; seg_assign_en indicates that data have been stored when it is set (i.e., the value is 1), and indicates that data are not stored when it is not set (i.e., the value is 0).

The data storing and processing unit 203 is specifically configured, for regularly-updated data, to determine the slice number of the slice in which the data are to be stored, which comprises: querying assign_en corresponding to user_id in RAM assign of the address index unit 202 according to user_id of the data sender contained in received data; if the data are not stored (i.e., assign_en is 0), indexing RAM_seg_en according to the slice number dis_num of the slice in which the data are to be stored to find out the first segment in which no data is stored (i.e., the value is 0) in corresponding segments of the slice number, writing the data in the segment, setting the storage status flag of the segment in RAM_seg_en and assign_en in RAM assign of the address index unit 202 respectively, and recording the storage location of the data i.e., assigning the storage location of the data by dis_num and seg_n_m; and if the data have been stored (i.e., assign_en is 1), querying the slice number storing data of user_id in RAM assign of the address index unit 202 according to user_id in the received data, comparing whether the slice number of the slice in which the data are to be stored is the same as the queried slice number; if yes, still storing the data in the queried storage location of the data of user_id according to the records in RAM assign, and overwriting original data; otherwise, storing the data by a method for data of user_id which are not stored, modifying queried assign_en of user_id in RAM assign to an unset bit, clearing the slice and segment numbers for recording the storage location of the data, and modifying the storage status flag of the segment in which original data is stored in RAM_seg_en of the address index unit 202 to an unset bit.

The data storing and processing unit 203 is specifically configured, for irregularly-updated data, to determine the slice number of the slice in which the data are to be stored according to the size of the received data, query assign_en corresponding to user_id in RAM assign of the address index unit 202 according to user_id; if the data are not stored (i.e., assign_en is 0), indexing RAM_seg_en of the address index unit 202 according to the slice number of the slice in which the data are to be stored to find the first segment in which no data is stored in the slice number, store the data in the segment, set the storage status flag of the segment in RAM_seg_en and the value of assign_en in RAM assign respectively, and record the storage location of the data; if the data have been stored (i.e., assign_en is 1), indexing RAM_seg_en according to the slice number of the slice in which the data are to be stored to find out the first segment in which no data is stored in the slice number, store the data in the segment, set the storage status flag of the segment in RAM_seg_en, add assign_en1 to user_id in RAM assign and set it, and record and assign the storage location of the data.

The data reading and processing unit 204 is specifically configured, for regularly-updated data, to query the storage location of the data in RAM assign of the address index unit 202 according to user_id of the data to be read, and read the data directly according to the queried location.

The data reading and processing unit 204 is specifically configured, for irregularly-updated data, to index the storage location of the data in RAM assign according to user_id of the data to be read, read the data according to the storage location of the data, clear the slice and segment numbers for recording the storage location of the data corresponding to user_id in RAM assign, and modify a segment storage status flag in RAM_seg_en for identifying the storage status of the data to an unset bit.

The above are only the preferred embodiments of the disclosure and not intended to limit the scope of protection of the disclosure, and any modifications, equivalent replacements, improvements and the like within the spirit and principle of the disclosure shall fall within the scope of protection of the disclosure.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for hierarchically managing storage resources, comprising:
   planning a storage space, establishing an address management index, and storing or reading data according to the index and a type of the data, wherein the step of planning the storage space comprises: dividing a storage space into multiple slices of different sizes, wherein a size of each of the slices is smaller than that of its next slice; and dividing each of the slices into multiple segments, wherein the segments in a same slice have a same size;
   wherein the step of establishing the address management index comprises:
   selecting two Random Access Memories (RAMs), recording, by using one of the RAMs, a storage status flag of data from a data sender, a slice number and a segment number associated with the stored data, and recording, by using another one of the RAMs, storage status flags of all of the segments in all of the slices; and
   wherein the type of the data comprises: regularly-updated data and irregular-updated data; the regularly-updated data refers to that data stored to a storage space will be read in a regular time, so that the storage space will be released and can be reused, and new data can be written to overwrite the previous data; and the irregularly-updated data refers to that data stored to a storage space will be read in an irregular time, so that the storage space cannot be reused until the data are read, and new data cannot be written to overwrite the previous data.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein, for regularly-updated data, the step of storing data according to the index and the type of the data comprises:
   determining a slice number of a slice in which the data are to be stored according to the size of the data, and querying the storage status flag of the data from the data sender;
when the data from the data sender are not stored, finding out a first segment in which no data is stored, and storing the data in the found segment; and when the data from the data sender have been stored, querying the slice number of the slice in which the data from the data sender have been stored, comparing the queried slice number with the determined slice number of the slice in which the data are to be stored, when the queried slice number is same as the determined the slice number, storing received data in the queried location in which the data from the data sender have been stored; and when the queried slice number is not same as the determined the slice number, storing the data as when the data from the data sender are not stored.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein, for irregularly-updated data, the step of storing data according to the index and the type of the data comprises:
determining a slice number of a slice in which the data are to be stored according to the size of the data, and querying the storage status flag of the data from the data sender;
when the data from the data sender are not stored, finding out a first one of segments in which no data is stored, and storing the data in the found segment; and when the data from the data sender have been stored, finding out a first one of segments in which no data is stored according to the determined slice number of the slice in which the data are to be stored, and storing the data in the found segment.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein, for the irregularly-updated data, the step of reading data according to the index and the type of the data comprises:
searching an address management index RAM for a storage location of the data according to an identifier of the data sender of the data to be read, reading the data according to the storage location of the data, clearing the slice number and the segment numbers for recording the storage location in the RAM of the data, and modifying a segment storage status flag in another address management index RAM for indentifying the storage status of the data to an unset bit.

5. A system for hierarchically managing storage resources, comprising:
an address planning unit, configured to plan a storage space of a memory;
an address index unit, configured to establish an address management index for the planned storage space;
a data storing and processing unit, configured to store data according to the index established by the address index unit and a type of the data; and
a data reading and processing unit, configured to read the data according to the index established by the address index unit and the type of the data, and to update the address management index in the address index unit after reading the data,
wherein the address planning unit is specifically configured to divide a storage space into multiple slices of different sizes, wherein a size of each of the slices is smaller than that of its next slice; and to divide each of the slices into multiple segments, wherein the segments in a same slice have a same size;
wherein the address planning unit is specifically configured to select two Random Access Memories (RAMs), to record a storage status flag of data from a data sender, a slice number and a segment number associate with the stored data by using one of the RAMs, and to record storage; status flags of all of the segments in all of slices by using another one of the RAM;
wherein the type of the data comprises: regularly-updated data and irregularly-updated data.

6. The system according to claim 5, wherein the data storing and processing unit is specifically configured, for regularly-updated data, to determine a slice number of a slice in which the data are to be stored according to the size of the data, and to query the storage status flag of the data from the data sender; to find out a first one of segments in which no data is stored and store the data in the found segment, when determining that the data from the data sender are not stored; to query the slice number of the slice in which the data from the data sender have been stored and compare the queried slice number with the determined slice number of the slice in which the data are to be stored, when determining that the data from the data sender have been stored; to store received data in the queried location in which the data from the data sender are stored, when the queried slice number is same as the determined the slice number; and to store the data as when the data from the data sender are not stored, when the queried slice number is not same as the determined the slice number.

7. The system according to claim 5, wherein the data storing and processing unit is specifically configured, for irregularly-updated data, to determine a slice number of a slice in which the data are to be stored according to the size of the data, to query the storage status flag of the data from the data sender; to find out a first one of segments in which no data is stored and store the data in the found segment, when determining that the data from the data sender are not stored; to find out a first one of segments in which no data is stored according to the determined slice number of the slice in which the data are to be stored and store the data in the found segment, when determining that the data from the data sender have been stored.

8. The system according to claim 5, wherein the data reading and processing unit is specifically configured, for irregularly-updated data, to search the address index unit for a location of the data according to an identifier of the data sender of the data to be read, to read the data according to the storage location of the data, to clear the slice number and the segment number in the address index unit for recording the storage location of the data, and to modify a segment status flag in the address index unit for identifying the storage status of the data to an unset bit.